Asymmetries of the balanced SSFP profile.
Part I: Theory and observation
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The signal in balanced steady-state free precession (BSSFP) has a strong sensitivity to off-resonance which is typically described in terms of a signal “profile” over a range of frequencies. This profile has a well-known form for homogeneous media with a single $T_1$, $T_2$ and resonance frequency, which is symmetric about the on-resonance frequency. However, a straightforward extension to this established signal model predicts that the profile may become asymmetric in the presence of inhomogeneous frequency content, as would be expected to happen in tissue due to microstructural boundaries, compartments and chemical shift. The presence of asymmetries in the BSSFP profile may therefore provide a marker of tissue integrity. This manuscript describes the theory behind BSSFP asymmetries, a method for detecting these effects and the first measurements of BSSFP asymmetries in tissue. Asymmetries are found in gray matter, white matter and muscle, with excellent reproducibility. A companion paper considers the large white matter asymmetries in more detail.
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INTRODUCTION

The balanced steady-state free precession (BSSFP) pulse sequence has the unusual property that the signal has a strong dependence on resonance frequency. For homogeneous tissue characterized by a single $T_1$, $T_2$ and off-resonance frequency, this dependence has a well-known mathematical form [1]. Recently, however, a number of studies have reported deviations from this form due to effects such as water exchange [2], diffusion [3] and magnetization transfer [4]. These studies are chiefly concerned with discrepancies between the predicted and observed signal magnitude in a narrow range of frequencies (the “pass band”), but the results can be extended to the entire frequency range. In all of these cases, the signal profile across the frequency range is symmetric with respect to frequency: in other words, the signal magnitude depends only on the size of frequency offset, but not whether it is a positive or negative offset.

However, the presence of a distribution of frequencies within a voxel blurs the off-resonance profile [5], and can cause the profile to become asymmetric. This behavior is described mathematically as a convolution of the off-resonance profile with the frequency distribution. If the distribution is symmetric, such as a Lorentzian or Gaussian distribution, the BSSFP signal profile will remain symmetric after convolution. However, in the case of an asymmetric distribution (for example, due to two unequal, frequency-shifted compartments), the convolution results in an asymmetric magnitude profile. The shape of the measured BSSFP signal profile therefore carries information about the voxel frequency content. Previous modeling work by our group has indicated that the BSSFP profile shape has great potential for detecting frequency distribution properties [6], although only symmetric distributions were considered in that study.

To our knowledge no previous work has sought or reported measured asymmetries in the BSSFP profile. The presence of profile asymmetries in tissue would be driven by the voxel frequency distribution, which in turn is related to the tissue micro-structure. Thus, asymmetries could provide a useful biomarker, for example, of tissue integrity. Although it is unclear whether these effects might be detectable, the high SNR efficiency of BSSFP makes this possibility intriguing.

This manuscript is the first of two describing the theory, demonstration and characterization of BSSFP asymmetries. In Part I, we describe the theory behind profile asymmetries, introduce a method for robustly measuring
the BSSFP profile and present in vivo measurements of asymmetries in brain and muscle. Part II will consider the observed asymmetries in white matter in greater detail, and present further methods for detecting and quantifying these effects in vivo.

**THEORY**

*Frequency dependence and phase cycling*

For our purposes, the most important property of BSSFP is that the signal differs for magnetization at different resonance frequencies, which we will refer to as “ischromats”. This dependence results from the sequence property that all gradients are fully refocused (have zero net area) across a repetition period, so that the only source of phase accrual is due to off-resonance precession. Each isochromat is characterized by how far it precesses during a $T_R$. Even if all isochromats begin the $T_R$ at the same location, they will have precessed by a different angle during the $T_R$, and the subsequent RF pulse will rotate each accordingly to a different location. In early repetition periods, successive rotations due to precession and RF tip lead to a seemingly-chaotic motion of the various isochromats, but eventually each reaches a steady state that depends on its precession angle. Example steady-state signal levels are shown in Fig. 1a (note that this and subsequent plots use approximate $T_1$ and $T_2$ of white matter at 3T and use $T_E=T_R/2$ [7]). We can interpret the plots as depicting the signal magnitude for a range of isochromats in a single experiment. For example, in a scan of an object with an imperfect shim, different regions of the object will have different signal levels, resulting in the familiar “banding artefacts” of BSSFP images.

However, the relationship between an isochromat’s frequency and the achievable signal is not fixed. We can control where a given isochromat lies along the frequency axis in Fig. 1a by incrementing the phase of the RF pulse by a fixed value each $T_R$. For example, an isochromat that precesses 30° during one $T_R$ in an acquisition with no phase increment will have the same steady-state signal level as an isochromat that precesses 45° per $T_R$ in an acquisition with a 15° increment, since in either case the precession has a 30° phase offset from the RF pulse. This suggests a second interpretation of Fig. 1a as the signal level measured from a single isochromat in a series of experiments with varying phase increment.

These two interpretations are unified in the frame of reference of the phase cycling increment. An isochromat is “on resonance” when its precession angle is matched to the RF phase increment (i.e., precession causes the isochromat to track the RF pulse), and changing the RF phase increment effectively changes how far off-resonance it appears. We define the “center frequency” of the experiment ($f_{cent}$) according to the RF phase increment $\Delta\phi = 2\pi f_{cent} T_R$. Note that this definition of off-resonance and center frequency is different from most MRI methods, where resonance is defined by the frequency of RF transmission.

*Homogeneous voxels*

The BSSFP magnetization can be calculated within the frame of reference of the RF phase increment by imposing an equilibrium constraint: after experiencing all motion during a $T_R$ (relaxation, off-resonance precession and RF tip), the magnetization vector must return to its starting position. This standard calculation assumes a homogeneous voxel with a single $T_1$, $T_2$ and (implicitly) diffusion coefficient, and the precise details of the resulting magnetization dynamics also depend on flip angle and $T_R$. Nevertheless, there are a few important characteristics of the resulting signal profile that hold independent of the tissue or sequence parameters.

The magnitude of this theoretical BSSFP profile is predicted to be symmetric with respect to on-resonance frequency, since positive and negative frequencies experience the same magnitude of phase offset relative to the RF pulse. Similarly, isochromats that precess more than one cycle per $T_R$ ($\phi + n 360$ for some $n$) have the same relationship to the subsequent RF pulse as those that precess a fraction of a cycle ($\phi$), causing the magnitude profile to alias every $T_R^{-1} Hz$ to form “bands” of repeated signal patterns along the frequency axis (two bands are shown in Fig. 1a). It is convenient to differentiate between two regimes of the BSSFP profile using filter design terminology: signal in the “transition band” (near multiples of 360° precession angle) varies sharply with frequency, whereas signal in the “pass band” (odd multiples of 180°) is relatively insensitive to frequency.

The BSSFP signal behavior in the complex plane is less commonly considered, but is of critical importance to the present work. The steady state of isochromats in the pass band is centered about the axis of RF excitation (x in Fig. 1), with the isochromats aligning with this axis half-way through the $T_R$, forming a kind of spin echo [5]. In adjacent bands, this spin echo forms on opposing axes such that the signal phase changes by 180°, as shown in Fig. 1b. Between adjacent pass bands, the signal in the transition band sweeps between these opposing axes, creating signal phase with striking dependence on frequency. The entire complex profile repeats
FIG. 1: The homogeneous BSSFP profile (for tissue with a single $T_1$, $T_2$ and frequency) is plotted at three flip angles, showing (a) magnitude and (b) complex signal behavior. Different isochromats are plotted with different colors, and the black lines indicates the signal. Plots were calculated using $T_1/T_2=830/80$ ms and $T_E/T_R=6/12$ ms, such that an isochromat at $T_R^{-1} = 83.3$ Hz will precess 360 degrees per $T_R$. Each plot can be interpreted as either the signal for a range of isochromats at a single phase increment, or a single isochromat for a range of phase increments. (a) The black lines indicate signal magnitude at a range of frequencies, and the colored vertical lines indicate regularly-spaced isochromat frequencies. Although the profile shape changes with flip angle, it is always symmetric with respect to frequency. (b) The same profiles are plotted in the complex plane (black lines), with the colored spokes mapping to the same isochromats as in the top row. The direction of RF tip is indicated in the bottom center, and pass band (PB) and transition band (TB) parts of the profile are indicated in the right-hand plots.

The effect of the voxel frequency distribution

If a range of isochromats are present within a voxel, the signal behavior is different from that described above. Neglecting the effects of diffusion and exchange, the total signal is the sum of the signal from each isochromat weighted by its distribution fraction [8]:

$$S(f_{cent}) = \int H(f)M_{xy}(f - f_{cent}) df$$

$$= (H \otimes M_{xy})(f_{cent})$$

(1)

where $f_{cent}$ is the experimental resonance frequency (determined by the RF phase increment), $f$ represents a given isochromat frequency, $H(f)$ is the voxel frequency distribution and $M_{xy}(f)$ is the homogeneous BSSFP signal profile. The bottom line expresses this integral as a convolution (denoted by $\otimes$) evaluated at $f_{cent}$. The inho-
FIG. 2: Illustration of the convolution model for BSSFP signal in the presence of symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom) frequency distributions. The homogeneous profile (a,g) is convolved with the isochromat distribution (b,h) to give the inhomogeneous profile (c,i). The plots in (d-f,j-l) visualize different points in this convolution (indicated by vertical dashed the lines in (c,i)). The black line plots the homogeneous profile in the complex plane (as in Fig. 1b), and the distribution is indicated by the shading, with darker regions indicating high isochromat density. The total signal is the complex sum over the entire profile (black line) weighted according to the distribution (shading). The resulting profile is symmetric about $f_{\text{cent}}=0$ for a symmetric distribution, but asymmetric for an asymmetric distribution. Calculations use: $T_1/T_2=830/80$ ms, $T_E/T_R=6/12$ ms, $\alpha=10^\circ$. The symmetric distribution (b) is a single Lorentzian with $\Gamma=1$ Hz and the asymmetric distribution (h) is the summation of two Lorentzians with $\Gamma_1/\Gamma_2=1/2$ Hz and fraction 25/75%.

A homogeneous profile that we would measure is thus given by the convolution of the voxel frequency distribution with the homogeneous profile\(^1\).

For a symmetric frequency distribution (e.g., a single Gaussian or Lorentzian distribution of frequencies), the blurring induced by this convolution will modulate the shape of the profile, but will not alter its symmetry, as demonstrated in Fig. 2a-f. In other words, for symmetric distributions, positive and negative center frequency offsets are equivalent (Fig. 2d and f are reflections of each other). However, if the distribution is asymmetric (e.g., due to unequal, frequency-shifted pools), the convolution can result in an asymmetric BSSFP signal profile, as demonstrated in Fig. 2g-l. Here, positive and negative center frequency offsets are non-equivalent (Fig. 2j and l are not reflections of each other). The induced asymmetries can be large due to the $180^\circ$ phase shift between adjacent bands (dashed lines in Fig. 2a and g). Signal from different parts of the distribution can phase cancel, effectively placing a large gain on relatively small frequency shifts (this is also the cause of signal reduction in the transition band for symmetric distributions). This gain mechanism has previously been exploited to detect distribution modulations due to fluctuations in blood oxygenation [9], but to our knowledge has not been used to probe the details of the frequency distribution. Note that the primary effect of the convolution on the phase profile is to blur the region of the phase transition.

Multi-Frequency Measurements

To look for asymmetries in the BSSFP magnitude profile, we need to acquire data at series of center frequencies ($f_{\text{cent}}$) spanning $T_R^{-1}$ Hz. For typical repetition times of $T_R=3–15$ ms, this corresponds to a bandwidth of 67-333 Hz; here, we use $T_R=12$ ms, corresponding to a bandwidth of 83 Hz. One important consideration is how to cover this bandwidth in a relatively short scan time, and in particular how to transition efficiently between frequencies.

\(^1\)Because neither waveform is reflected, this is technically a cross-correlation rather than a convolution. However, our interpretation is that the distribution blurs the BSSFP signal profile, and we therefore make gentle abuse of mathematical convention.
FIG. 3: Simulations of different methods for transitioning between phase increments to measure one BSSFP magnitude band. Top row shows the phase increment over time (green) and the resulting BSSFP signal (purple). The middle row zooms in on the black boxes indicated in the top row. To simulate the profile measured during an imaging experiment, the signal for each phase increment is averaged over the time window indicated by the gray swath (2.4 seconds). Acquisition may or may not be preceded by a “dummy cycle” period during which no data is acquired. The bottom row depicts the resulting measured profile, including magnitude (blue solid) and phase (green dashed). The depicted schemes are: (a) step increase in phase increment, no dummy cycles; (b) step increase, 1.2 s dummy cycles; (c) linear increase, 1.2 s dummy cycles; (d) step decrease, no dummy cycles. Calculations use $T_1/T_2=830/80$ ms, $T_E/T_R=6/12$ ms, $\alpha=10^\circ$.

When acquiring single BSSFP images, it is common to establish the steady state with “dummy cycling”: applying RF pulses every $T_R$ seconds (including phase increment), for an initial period without acquiring data. A useful heuristic is that it takes about 3×$T_1$ seconds to reach the steady state. If we want to cover the profile at relatively high frequency resolution (e.g., 50-100 measurements), waiting for several seconds between each measurement accumulates to several minutes over the entire scan, during which no data is being acquired. There are several schemes for rapidly establishing the steady state, but these are designed to start with the equilibrium magnetization [10] and/or focus solely on the pass band [11]. We would prefer a scheme that will allow us to take advantage of the established steady-state signal for one phase increment to transition quickly to the steady state for the next increment.

A simple approach is to acquire each volume with a constant phase increment that is then increased or decreased between volumes to sweep across the desired frequency range. Provided the change in phase increment is small, the current steady state is not drastically different from the next, and the transition should be relatively fast and smooth. However, the transition must not introduce any asymmetries to the profile. As shown in Fig. 3a, measuring the magnetization immediately after the transition could introduce an apparent asymmetry. However, for a sufficiently long delay for dummy cycling between the transition and data acquisition, the symmetry of the profile measured with such a scheme should not be affected by the transition, as shown in Fig. 3b.
ries of step increases in the phase increment, one could use a constantly increasing phase increment \([12]\). How-
ever, this scheme introduces asymmetry to the profile (Fig. 3c), with greater asymmetry as the rate of fre-
quency sweep increased \([12]\). Even if dummy cycles are included to reduce the rate of frequency sweep, this scheme results in a profile that is fundamentally asym-
metric, making it incompatible with our needs.

Transient asymmetries are introduced because the transition into the steady state depends on the prior state of the magnetization (i.e., whether the previous steady state was at a higher or lower center frequency). This can be seen by reversing the direction of sweep, which also reverses the direction of the asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 3d. This effect provides an opportunity to differentiate between asymmetries introduced due to the fre-
quency sweep, which follow the direction of sweep in time, and asymmetries due to isochromat distribution, which will exhibit a direction of asymmetry that is fixed with respect to the absolute center frequency. An asym-
metry that reverses with sweep direction is an artefact of the acquisition (which indicates that longer dummy cy-
cle period is required between images), while consistent asymmetries should reflect tissue frequency distribution effects regardless of sweep direction.

Finally, it is worth noting that the phase profile pre-
dicted in these simulations (Fig. 3, bottom row) is differ-
ent from that shown in Fig. 2a and g. Above, we note that incrementing the phase of the RF pulse shifts the magni-
tude profile with respect to isochromat frequency. Addi-
tionally, it rotates the signal profile in the complex plane by half the angle of the phase increment (even when the acquisition is phase-locked to the RF excitation). This effect is a direct result of measuring the magnetization halfway through the T\(_R\) when it has rotated by half its total precession angle. This results in the altered phase profile shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3. Note, however, that while measurements of a given voxel across multiple frequencies have the altered profile shown in Fig. 3, the phase of different isochromats in a single experiment is still characterized by the phase profile shown in Fig. 2.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Data acquisition**

**Pulse sequence.** All imaging was performed on a Trio 3T scanner using a 12-channel receive coil (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen). The pulse sequence used in all experiments is diagrammed in Fig. 4. A series of im-
age volumes are acquired with variable RF phase increment. At the end of each volume acquisition, the phase increment is increased (or decreased) to shift to the next center frequency, and acquisition is repeated at enough frequencies to cover the BSSFP magnitude profile. In all experiments, T\(_E\)/T\(_R\) = 6/12 ms, so that the BSSFP magni-
tude profile is T\(_R\) = 83 Hz wide. We acquire 90 im-
ages at 1 Hz resolution, covering a slightly greater range of frequencies in case frequency drift results in smaller than expected frequency shifts between images. To en-
sure that observed asymmetries are not due to signal tran-
sients, dummy cycles without data acquisition are run before each volume acquisition (with a tunable dummy cycle duration). Image volumes are acquired with a balanced SSFP sequence using a 3D segmented-EPI readout, as described previously [13]. Unlike most BSSFP sequences, which acquire a single k-space line each $T_R$, this sequence acquires several lines each $T_R$ to reduce the volume scan time. To determine if any detected asymmetries are physiological or artefactual in origin, each acquisition was repeated with both increasing and decreasing frequency. If asymmetries are induced by signal transients following the change in phase increment, the direction of asymmetry with respect to center frequency will reverse, as shown in Fig. 3a and d.

**Phantom imaging.** A bottle of water doped with copper sulfate was scanned to test the sequence on a homogeneous medium. The acquisition used $\text{FOV} = 16 \times 16 \times 3.2 \text{ cm}$, matrix size $80 \times 80 \times 16$, resolution $2 \times 2 \times 2 \text{ mm}$ and acquired six lines per $T_R$. Data was acquired with $\alpha = 12^\circ, 15^\circ$ and $20^\circ$, which are higher than used in vivo to achieve the desired shape given the $T_1$ and $T_2$ of the phantom. Four scans were run at each flip angle, varying the settings of the dummy cycle period (no dummy period vs. two seconds of dummy cycles) and the direction of frequency sweep (up vs. down). To measure the phase profile, a single-channel head coil was used and data was reconstructed off-line using a modified phase correction. The EPI reconstruction provided by the scanner manufacturer removes the mean phase from each volume, altering the measured phase profile. Instead, we use the phase navigator scan from the first volume to correct all 90 volumes, retaining the variations in phase due to the change in center frequency.

**Brain imaging.** Brain scans of three subjects were performed using a 12-channel head coil. The acquisition used an axial orientation with $\text{FOV} = 22 \times 16.4 \times 6 \text{ cm}$ and matrix size $110 \times 82 \times 30$ for $2 \times 2 \times 2 \text{ mm}$ voxels. The flip angle was set to $\alpha = 10^\circ$ to achieve the profile shown in Fig. 3b. Dummy cycles were run for three seconds between imaging volumes, which the simulation in Fig. 3b predicts to be a conservative duration (i.e., fewer dummy cycles could be used without introducing asymmetries due to transients). The relatively long scan times (10:29 per sweep direction) could therefore be considerably shortened in future experiments. In addition to the BSSFP acquisitions, we acquired $T_1$-weighted structural scans using an inversion-prepared (MPRAGE) 3D sequence with $T_E/T_R/T_1 = 4.5/3300/1100 \text{ ms}$, matrix $256 \times 176 \times 224$ and resolution $1 \times 1 \times 1 \text{ mm}$.

**Leg imaging.** Scans of the lower leg of three subjects were performed using a 4-channel surface coil designed for carotid imaging. The coil consists of two separate elements that were strapped to the inside and outside of the leg so that the gastrocnemius and peroneus muscles are close to the elements. The acquisition used a coronal orientation and covered $\text{FOV} = 19.2 \times 12.0 \times 12.8 \text{ cm}$ with matrix size $96 \times 60 \times 64$ and partial Fourier of 6/8 along the slab select direction for $2 \times 2 \times 2 \text{ mm}$ voxels. The partial Fourier data was reconstructed using the vendor reconstruction (zero filling followed by k-space filtering). Dummy cycles were run for three seconds between imaging volumes. Total scan time per sweep direction was approximately the same as for the brain scan, 10:32.

**Analysis**

**Pre-processing.** Prior to analysis of the BSSFP profile, some basic pre-processing was performed. The outer four slices were discarded due to aliasing of the 3D slab profile. Additional processing was performed on the brain data as follows: the brain was extracted using BET [14] to remove the skull and scalp, which enables better alignment to structural scans. Motion correction was then performed using FLIRT [15] to reduce the effects of bulk motion during the relatively long multi-frequency acquisition (motion correction was not found to be robust in the lower leg experiments, but here motion was also observed to be minimal). A small amount of spatial smoothing was then performed using a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1 \text{ mm}$, which should only slightly reduce the image resolution. This was done to homogenize SNR and levels of blurring after motion correction, which introduces slight blurring to interpolated volumes.
FIG. 5: Average BSSFP profiles measured in a phantom (solid=magnitude, dashed=phase) where the profile is expected to be symmetric. Data was acquired with increasing and decreasing frequency using three flip angles. (a) When no dummy cycles are included, an apparent asymmetry occurs, which reverses when the direction of frequency sweep changes. This is the effect simulated in Fig. 3a and d. (b) When dummy cycles are included, the transient effects of the change in center frequency die out prior to acquisition, and the measured profiles are symmetric for both sweep directions.

approach to this problem. We manually found an adjustment to the data such that the curves matched well between increasing and decreasing frequency sweep. Note that this was a global adjustment (not voxel-wise) since $B_0$ drift is a global effect. The required adjustment varied from scan to scan, and retained 83-89 points from the increasing frequency sweep and 77-83 points from the decreasing frequency sweep, corresponding to a drift of up to 6 Hz over a ten-minute scan.

Profile re-centering. The profile measured in each voxel is shifted according to its mean resonance frequency, making it necessary to center the profile measured in each voxel before any subsequent assessment of asymmetry. Initially, we shifted each profile by a frequency estimated from an acquired field map. However, we found field maps to lack the accuracy required to achieve robust re-centering. We were able to achieve more robust centering based on the profile itself. After smoothing and up-sampling, we calculate the second derivative of the profile and identify its maximum, which should correspond to the dip in the center of the transition band for profiles of the expected shape (e.g., Fig. 3). The raw curves were then shifted according to this center frequency (but neither smoothed nor up-sampled).

Region-of-interest analysis. Following re-centering, region-of-interest (ROI) analysis was performed to assess the profile shape. In the phantom data, a hand-drawn ROI in the center of the bottle was drawn, encompassing 197 voxels. In this data, the average magnitude and phase profile were calculated for each dataset. For the leg imaging experiment, ROIs encompassing a significant part of the gastrocnemius ($548 \pm 43$ and peroneus ($379 \pm 92$ voxels) were drawn, and the average magnitude profile was calculated. In the brain imaging experiments, the $T_1$-weighted structurals were segmented into tissue types to generate whole-brain, tissue-specific ROIs. The FAST segmentation tool [17] was run to identify the gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid using partial volume classification. The structurals were aligned to the BSSFP data and down-sampled to the same resolution, and finally thresholded to create binary masks for each tissue type (where a voxel was assigned to a given class if it had a 75% membership in that class). These masks were then used to calculate mean profiles for each tissue type.

RESULTS

Phantom data

Profiles measured in the water phantom are shown in
FIG. 6: Example data acquired in the brain of one subject. Top: Images acquired at five different center frequencies roughly spanning the acquired range (83 Hz). Middle and bottom: Raw (middle) and re-centered (bottom) profiles in representative voxels in gray matter, white matter and CSF.

Fig. 5, including magnitude and phase. When no dummy cycles are included prior to image acquisition, the measured magnitude profiles exhibit asymmetries. These asymmetries are reflected between the increasing and decreasing frequency acquisitions, as predicted in our simulations shown in Fig. 3a and d. When dummy cycles are included, the measured profiles are symmetric, as predicted by the standard signal model for a homogeneous medium. The phase profile is in excellent agreement with the simulations in Fig. 3.

Brain data

Example BSSFP profiles measured in the brain of one subject are shown in Fig. 6. The images acquired at different experimental frequencies exhibit the characteristic BSSFP “banding artefacts”, which occur due to the imperfect shim across the brain. This macroscopic field inhomogeneity corresponds to different mean frequency in voxels at different spatial locations, and results in a shift of the measured BSSFP profile. Un-processed and re-centered profiles are also shown from one voxel of each tissue type.

Example profiles in a range of gray matter, white matter and CSF voxels are shown for one subject in Fig. 7, including both increasing and decreasing frequency sweep. Most voxels in gray and white matter exhibit some degree of asymmetry, with the most striking asymmetry in white matter. The profiles measured in gray and white matter are highly consistent for the two sweep directions, indicating that the profile shape is not being driven by transients. It is also clear that the SNR is sufficient to detect the asymmetries on a voxel-wise basis. The pattern in CSF is more complicated. The voxels that lie in the center of the ventricles tend not to exhibit asymmetries that are consistent between sweep directions, but voxels closer to the boundary of white matter appear to show a more consistent asymmetry. There is also greater variation in signal amplitude between scans for these boundary voxels, which may reflect slight sub-
FIG. 7: Profiles measured in the brain for increasing and decreasing sweep within small ROIs defined in white matter (blue boxes), gray matter (green) and CSF (orange). The only pre-processing was motion correction and re-centering of the profiles. Profiles are scaled arbitrarily from one voxel to another, but the increasing and decreasing sweep profiles in each voxel have identical scaling (in scanner units).

ject movement changing the partial volume fractions of CSF and white matter. Similar results are found for all subjects.

Mean profiles measured in the three brain tissue types for three subjects are shown in Fig. 8. Gray and white matter exhibit an asymmetric profile with good consistency both across subjects and sweep direction. The latter result indicates that the asymmetry is likely not introduced due to transients from the change in phase cycling. This is in good agreement with our simulations (Fig. 3b) due to the fairly long dummy cycle period (3 seconds) following each transition and the relatively small change to the phase increment. By comparison, the CSF does not show a consistent asymmetry across subjects or sweep direction. There is a general tendency for an asymmetry that reverses with sweep direction, which may indicate that the longer $T_1$ and $T_2$ in CSF require longer dummy cycles.

Muscle data

A very different pattern of BSSFP profiles was observed in the muscle data. The region-of-interest average profiles of the two muscle groups did exhibit asymmetries (which were not reversed with reversing sweep), but there was profound inter-subject variability, including opposing (i.e., reflected) asymmetries in different subjects. The reason for this discrepancy became clear when looking at the measurements in individual voxels, shown in Fig. 9. While individual voxels often show striking asymmetries that are highly reproducible regardless of sweep direction, the profiles themselves are spatially heterogeneous. Compared to the measurements in brain (Fig. 7) where neighboring voxels are very similar, the profiles in muscle are highly variable. Moreover, several of the profiles depart from the shape of the homogeneous profile to exhibit additional bumps or dips not observed in brain tissue..

DISCUSSION

Pulse sequence implementation

One subtlety of BSSFP is the need to shift the profile using phase cycling rather than the more obvious approach of shifting the RF excitation frequency. Changing the carrier frequency of the RF pulse would also shift the
FIG. 8: Mean profiles measured in brain tissue ROIs for three subjects. For each ROI, the mean ± standard error is plotted, and data acquired with both increasing and decreasing frequency sweep are shown. There is good consistency across subjects demonstrating a strongly asymmetric profile in white matter, smaller asymmetry in gray matter, and no consistent effect in CSF. In gray and white matter, the agreement between increasing and decreasing frequency sweeps is evidence against artificial asymmetries due to transient effects of the kind shown in Fig. 3.

Sources of frequency distribution asymmetry

There are several potential sources of frequency shifts that might be detected as asymmetries in the BSSFP profile. Most likely sources of asymmetries essentially relate to partial volume effects due to different voxel components with a frequency offset relative to each other. To the extent that the components are relatively large-scale structures, such as fat deposits or large blood vessels, the observed asymmetries would depend on voxel size. This is one possible source of asymmetries in the leg, where tissue heterogeneity could lead to the observed spatial variability (and this effect would be exacerbated by the blurring induced due to the partial Fourier acquisition). Similarly, this may explain the variability in brain voxels near the CSF-WM boundary. However, the consistency of asymmetry across white (and gray) matter voxels can be argued to indicate that the relevant components in these tissues have a much smaller scale than the voxel size.

Excited slab. In our experiments, which use excitation gradients of 3 mT/m and cover the BSSFP profile over 100 Hz, the slab would shift by 0.8 mm over the course of the scan. This shift would represent a systematic effect over our experiment that could lead to apparent asymmetries as the partial volume of reconstructed voxels varies.

Another issue in our implementation is the use of segmented EPI for image acquisition. Although this method is highly beneficial for faster scan times, it is also associated with sources of image artefact. Prior to each image volume acquisition, our sequence collects phase navigator lines to correct for inconsistencies between even and odd lines. However, we did note some signal instabilities near the ventricles, which will be addressed in future work. An alternative is to use single-line acquisitions and accelerate the sequence using parallel imaging.
of anisotropic tissue structure, frequency-shifted compartments can also lead to spatial patterns of frequency shifts in the adjacent tissue. This is a well-known phenomenon for blood vessels carrying deoxyhemoglobin, which results in the blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effect that is exploited in functional MRI [22]. Tissue with large blood volumes may exhibit BOLD-related asymmetries, which may account for the asymmetries in gray matter and muscle (for the latter, vascular heterogeneity could explain the spatial variations shown in Fig. 9). In white matter, GRE signal phase [23] and magnitude [24, 25] have recently been reported to depend on tract direction relative to $B_0$, and are hypothesized to relate to the cylindrical geometry of tracts. A recent report provides evidence for this relationship by comparison of quantitative $T_2^*$ with diffusion tensor data [26].

**Relation to lineshape**

It is important to distinguish the frequency distribution effects considered here from the lineshape that is measured in water-peak spectroscopy. The latter method measures the free-induction decay of a gradient echo sequence. This therefore includes both the effects of spin-spin relaxation (typically described by the $T_2$ time constant) and static dephasing effects due to the voxel frequency distribution (typically described by the $T_2'$ time constant). Like GRE, spin-spin effects can be treated in BSSFP as a relaxation mechanism, but voxel frequency distribution effects must be incorporated using the convolution model [5, 6]. Most importantly, the sources of spin-spin interactions ($T_2$) can not lead to asymmetries in the profile. Asymmetries can only be caused by the integration of different isochromats exhibiting unique steady-state signals. Thus, while the entire profile is sensitive to both spin-spin ($T_2$) and static dephasing ($T_2'$) effects, the asymmetries only reflect properties of the static dephasing frequency distribution.

**Asymmetry in BSSFP**

Above, we have described the BSSFP profile as being symmetric under all circumstances except in the presence of an asymmetric frequency distribution or measurement during transients (where asymmetries observed due to flow [27] can be considered a special case of transients [12]). Although this is true for the most commonly-used form of BSSFP (as implemented here),
there are variants to the sequence that are known to create an asymmetric profile. Most of these variants are designed to alter the BSSFP contrast: for example, removing fat signal from BSSFP [28] or introducing flow weighting [29]. In general, one can design a broad range of BSSFP profiles [30], but these methods all involve a departure from the basic sequence described here: a fully-balanced sequence with fixed $T_R$, flip angle and phase increment. As we have seen above, when transitioning between center frequencies, the condition for a constant phase increment must hold approximately by allowing sufficient time following a change to the phase increment before data is acquired.

Given that we observed the same asymmetries in vivo regardless of the direction, we have some confidence that the asymmetry was not introduced due to the frequency sweep. We can make use of Foxall’s finding that the disruption of the steady state is minimal when $\Delta \omega T_R \ll 0.5$ [12]. Our acquisition is well within this regime, given that $\Delta \omega = 1$ Hz and $T_R = 12$ ms. This may indicate that our conservative use of dummy cycles is not necessary, which can considerably accelerate the scan times for this method.

**Future work**

In this manuscript, Part I, we have presented the theory of BSSFP asymmetries and demonstrated this effect in tissue. In the following companion paper, we characterize the BSSFP asymmetries in white matter, where we observe the largest asymmetries, and also present several methodological advances. We go beyond the region-of-interest analyses presented here to calculate voxel-wise maps of asymmetry, which require a more robust and accurate method of re-centering the profiles. We demonstrate that asymmetry in white matter has spatial heterogeneity that may reveal information about its source. We also fit a simple convolution model to characterize the size of frequency shifts in white matter.

Beyond the methods presented in Parts I and II, there are several improvements to the acquisition and analysis that will be crucial to making this technique robust and useful. As mentioned above, the scan times used here, about ten minutes, are longer than desirable for clinical settings. If we are interested primarily in tissues like white or gray matter, we may be able to reduce the scan time by using fewer dummy cycles (although this may further increase apparent asymmetries in long-$T_1$ tissues like CSF). Care must be taken to ensure that signal transients are not introducing apparent asymmetries. A five-minute protocol of this kind is being piloted within our group. Further reductions may be achievable by reducing the frequency resolution of profile coverage, or covering a limited portion of the profile. However, this will require careful optimization to ensure that estimation of the asymmetry is not compromised. Many of these speed-ups could also be used to improve spatial coverage or resolution within the same scan time. It will also be important to find an automated method for correcting for temporal $B_0$ drift, either by measuring or fitting drift. It is useful to note that, although heating-induced $B_0$ drift is generally exponential, the time constants are relatively long and it has been shown that EPI acquisitions create a fairly linear drift over the time frame of our experiments [16]. Finally, in developing the sequence we have observed signal transients from CSF that create signal instabilities throughout the imaging volumes. Future work will consider methods for reducing these artifacts.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Although the sensitivity of the balanced SSFP profile to resonance frequency is a well-known effect, the sensitivity of BSSFP to the details of the voxel frequency distribution has not been explored in detail. Here, we consider the possibility of detecting frequency distribution asymmetries as reflected in an asymmetry in the BSSFP signal measured at a range of frequencies. Reproducible asymmetries occur in brain, with different size of effect for different tissue types and strongest asymmetry in white matter. This represents a unique contrast mechanism that may yield useful information about tissue micro-structure.
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